
Efficient and reliable protection
   For personal computers and laptops, and workstations, 

including virtual machines 

   For file and mail servers, including virtual servers

   For Internet gateways

   For Android mobile devices

for office and remote work 

Windows macOS Linux UNIX

protection for Android is our gift to you  
(per number of protected PCs)

 
Protection components

Anti-virus Exploit 
Prevention*** Dr.Web Cloud

HTTP monitor  
SpIDer Gate

Ransomware  
Protection***

Preventive  
Protection

Anti-spam* Data Loss  
Prevention

Anti-virus  
Network***

Office  
Control*

Removable Device  
Access Control*** Firewall**

Privacy Control*

Convenient and advantageous
   Renew automatically, suspend, connect and disconnect — whenever you like, with one click! 

   A 30-day test period — try it! 

   Subscribe for 1,65 € per month! 

   Quantity discounts!

  

* Anti-spam, Office Control and Privacy Control are not available when a subscription is used for macOS.
** Firewall is not available when a subscription is used for Linux. 
*** Exploit Prevention, Ransomware Protection, Removable Device Access Control, Preventive Protection, and Anti-virus Network are not 

available when a subscription is used for macOS and Linux.

Dr.Web Anti-virus Premium subscription-based software 
for BUSINESS

DEFEND WHAT YOU CREATE 
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Protect your employees’ mobile devices
No additional charge!

Your employees  
use corporate devices?
Mobile gadgets are miniature computers, 
and they and their owners are exposed to the 
same threats as a PC: hacking, malicious sites, 
dangerous spam, etc. That means they need 
reliable anti-virus protection. 

Threats from employee  
mobile devices will not penetrate  
a corporate network! 
Thanks to the active protection components, 
trojans and other malicious objects will not be 
able to spread over the network and infect other 
devices.

Protection components

Anti-virus Firewall Call and SMS  
Filter*

Office Control Anti-theft  URL filter

* The Call and SMS Filter is also available on devices with 2 SIM cards. These components cannot be used on a tablet PC without a SIM card.

Subscribe to Dr.Web Anti-virus and get discounts
For the number of protected objects
Such discounts only exist for business customers and depend on the number of subscriptions in use 
simultaneously.  

Discounts range from 18%-45% regardless of subscription length.


